NATIONAL DINNER
NOVEMBER 17, 2017

PRESENTED BY:

IBM  Bristol-Myers Squibb

nglcc
National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce®
SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

$50,000 – CEO LEVEL SPONSOR
• CEO Level Sponsor acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Corporate executive remarks at the National Dinner
• Full page ad with premiere placement in the National Dinner program
• One National Dinner table (10 seats) with premiere placement
• Ten (10) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception at the Dinner
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Verbal recognition from the podium at the National Dinner
• Solo logo rotation and recognition during the NGLCC National Dinner

$40,000 – EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT LEVEL SPONSOR
• Executive Vice President Level Sponsor acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Eight (8) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception at the Dinner
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Verbal recognition from the podium at the National Dinner
• Solo logo rotation and recognition during the NGLCC National Dinner

$30,000 – VICE PRESIDENT LEVEL SPONSOR
• Vice President Level Sponsor acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Six (6) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception at the Dinner
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Verbal recognition from the podium at the National Dinner
• Solo logo rotation and recognition during the NGLCC National Dinner

$25,000 – DIRECTOR LEVEL SPONSOR
• Director Level Sponsor acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Four (4) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception at the Dinner
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Verbal recognition from the podium at the NGLCC National Dinner
• Shared logo rotation and recognition during the NGLCC National Dinner

$15,000 – MANAGER LEVEL SPONSOR
• Manager Level Sponsor acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Two (2) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception at the Dinner
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Shared logo rotation during the NGLCC National Dinner

$10,000 – ASSOCIATE LEVEL SPONSOR
• Associate Level Sponsor acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Shared logo rotation during the NGLCC National Dinner

$7,500 – CORPORATE DINNER TABLE
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner

Reserve your participation in this historic event through sponsorship featuring your company as a proud partner to the LGBT business community. To discuss event sponsorship, please contact NGLCC Corporate Relations at corporaterelations@nglcc.org or 202-234-9181.
SPECIALTY SPONSORSHIPS

$30,000 – EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL DINNER AFTER-PARTY SPONSOR
• Exclusive branding rights for the National Dinner After-Party
• Acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Exclusive usage of screens in the After-Party area for sponsor branding
• Area for collateral during the After-Party
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Two (2) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception at the National Dinner
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Verbal recognition from the podium at the NGLCC National Dinner

$20,000 – NATIONAL DINNER PROGRAM BOOK SPONSOR (LIMIT: 1 SPONSOR)
• Acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Acknowledgement and logo representation in premium placement in the conference program as the program book sponsor
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book with back cover placement
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Four (4) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Shared logo rotation and recognition during the NGLCC National Dinner

$20,000 – NATIONAL DINNER VIP LOUNGE SPONSOR
• Branding rights for the National Dinner VIP Lounge/
  Major Donor’s Reception
• Acknowledgement and logo representation on all printed, website, and event materials for the NGLCC National Dinner
• Full page ad in the National Dinner program book
• One National Dinner table (10 seats)
• Ten (10) tickets to the VIP/Major Donor’s Reception
• Table placard identifying corporation at the National Dinner
• Entrance for all dinner attendees to the Founders & Friends Reception and Silent Auction at the National Dinner
• Shared logo rotation during the NGLCC National Dinner
• Verbal recognition from the podium at the NGLCC National Dinner